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Enea OSE Systems Receives Bluetooth™ Order
A Brand New World to use Bluetooth™ HOST stack with OSE for wireless LAN

Enea OSE Systems has received an order for the Bluetooth HOST Stack and OSE

Realtime Operating System (RTOS) from the mobile Internet company A Brand New

World, formerly called Radio Design. The first delivery will be made on September 20,

2000.

A Brand New World specializes in developing solutions for the mobile Internet,

mobile radio systems and datacommunications markets. The OSE RTOS and Bluetooth

HOST Stack will be used in the company’s new product for wireless local area networks

(LAN).

“A Brand New World creates the optimum conditions for unlimited wireless

communication ”, said Paul Krüger, President & CEO, A Brand New World. “The OSE

RTOS, which is optimized for wireless applications, has provided the ideal combination

of performance, reliability and small size for the wireless LAN application we are

developing.”

“The combination of the OSE RTOS and the Bluetooth HOST Stack as an

integrated package will significantly accelerate our application development”, said

Anders Österberg, Director, Research & Development, A Brand New World.

The sale of OSE with the Bluetooth HOST Stack confirms the company’s

predictions about Bluetooth development gaining momentum during the second half of

2000.

“While Bluetooth has generated a great deal of excitement in the embedded

development world, this is a landmark moment when we see the excitement and interest

translated into actual product development”, said Robert Largren, VP Marketing, Enea

OSE Systems.



About A Brand New World

A Brand New World in Sweden AB (publ.) (formerly Radio Design) is a knowledge
company that develops solutions within the spheres of mobile Internet, mobile radio
systems and data communication. The company works in a number of different sectors,
including medical and health care, telecom, and vehicles and transportation.

A Brand New World currently has approximately 200 employees and its head
offices are in Kista in Stockholm. The Avantego AB, Brace AB, KG Göransson AB,
TransportOnline AS and ICU AB subsidiaries are part of the Group which, in addition to
its premises in Sweden, has offices in, Norway, Denmark, Poland, France, Switzerland,
China and South Korea. A Brand New World’s share is listed on the New Market list of
the OM Stockholm Stock Exchange. For more information, please visit www.abnw.net.

About Enea OSE Systems

Enea OSE Systems is the technological leader for realtime operating systems and

development tools for building distributed and fault-tolerant realtime applications. A

subsidiary of Enea Data (SAXESS: ENEA), Enea OSE Systems employs over 150

persons. The company focuses primarily on development in telecom, datacom, wireless

and safety-critical industries.  For more information, please visit www.enea.com.
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